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Abstracct. Market glob
balization, com
mpetitive produ
uct and servicees, high economic crises aree the most critiical
factors that influence the success off the manufactu
uring companiies in global m
market. Therefoore it is criticall to
the man
nufacturing companies to be efficient in prroduction and llean tool may used to achievve that. The m
most
frequen
ntly used is thee Total Preven
ntive Maintenan
nce (TPM), evven though theere are many sstudies have beeen
conducted in relation
n to the TPM but there is liimited researchh in investigating the effectts of the TPM on
operational performa
ance. Howeverr, the result off the studies w
was not consisttent, where TP
PM practice m
may
have po
ositive and neegative impactt on operation
nal performancce. Among the reason is thhe culture of the
organizzation that influ
uenced the imp
plementation of TPM and opperational perfo
formance. Due to that this stuudy
attemptts to investigatte the influence of organizattional culture oon the TPM im
mplementationn and operational
perform
mance. Rasch model is used in this study due
d to its abiliity in interpretiing and analyzzing the abilityy of
respond
dents in perforrming the diffficult items. Th
he online quesstionnaires weere distributedd to 63 random
mly
selected
d automotive co
ompanies loca
ated at Northerrn Region of Ma
Malaysia. Resullts of the studyy revealed that the
organizzational culturee has influenceed on the succeessful implemenntation of TPM
M and operatioonal performannce.
Therefo
ore by the imp
plementation of
o TPM in outstanding orgaanizational cuulture can impprove operational
perform
mance.
Keyworrd: Total Prreventive Ma
aintenance (TP
TPM), Lean manufacturingg, Operationaal performannce,
Organizzational culturre, Rasch modeel

1.

Lean manufacturing consists oof a number of
lean tools succh as Tottal Preventiive
Mainntenance (TP
PM) (Greenee, 2002). Tootal
Produuctive Mainntenance (TP
PM) plays an
imporrtant role inn effectively managing tthe
machhines and inn improvingg the machiine
capabbility.

ntroduction
In

Many businesses in
n Asia have trried to receiv
ve
severall new businesss initiatives to ensure thaat
they remain
r
in th
he market competitive
c
at
a
presentt. According
g to Holweg
g (2007) leaan
manufaacturing is the best manufacturin
m
ng
practicces in various industries.
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argues that a change in attitude not only to
management but involve all employees in
order to create lasting organizational change.
Therefore, this study is intended to determine
the influence of organizational culture on the
relationship
TPM
with
operational
performance.

However poor organisational competencies in
managing
the
maintenance
function
effectively can severely affect competitiveness
by reducing throughput, increasing inventory,
and leading to poor due date performance
(Ashayeri, 2007). According to Georgios and
Prodromos (2008) organizational performance
can be divided into two parts: financial
performance and non-financial performance.
The operational performance is part of the
non-financial performance and is defined as
the measurement aspects organization output
resulting from organizational processes (Voss,
Ahlstrom, & Blackmon, 1997).

2. Research Framework
After explaining the problem statement, the
next step is to build a conceptual framework to
guide research. Hence the conceptual
framework of major importance in identifying
the concept, the relationship between the
variables and the direction of the relationship.
Figure 1: Research Framework shows the
relationship between TPM, organizational
culture and operational performance. The
independent variable in this framework is
TPM. On the other hand, the dependent
variable is the performance of the operation.
Organizational culture is a moderator variable
between TPM and operational performance.

According to John (1999) many TPM
implementation failed due to the culture of the
organization. Organizational culture is defined
as the values and beliefs that are practiced by
all employees in an organization (Weese,
1996). According to Maddox (2009) the
successful implementation of TPM, shall
begin with the commitment and leadership of
the management team to ensure the success of
the program. Radnor and Walley (2008)

Operational
Performance

TPM

Organizational
culture

Figure 1. Research Framework

the automotive industry. This study only
focused on the Northern Peninsular Malaysia
only covering Perlis, Kedah, Penang and
Perak. This is because most of the automotive
companies operating in the area north of the
peninsular and has the same type of
manufacturing process. Respondents assigned

2.1 . Research Methodology
Sample survey or population study is
comprised of companies that manufacture
products and automotive components adopting
lean tools. These companies or the respondent
are a supplier of components and products to
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all these questions the appropriateness of an
item analysis to meet or fit the Rasch model.
Reliability test was conducted to measure the
extent to which the indicator without bias
(error-free)
and
ensure
consistent
measurement over time and include various
items in the instrument (Sekaran, 2003). In the
Rasch model reliability of the instrument can
be seen through the items and reliability of
person.

a six-digit code to facilitate analysis. The first
two digits indicate the number of respondents
or organization is the location of the third
digit, fourth digit indicates the number of
years of operation, the fifth digit indicates the
number of employees and sixth digits indicate
the total turnover.
Based on the total sample, this study considers
the results of tests on samples of this study
may reflect the results of the overall study
population. A total of 76 companies have been
identified through the list of suppliers in the
vehicle manufacturer. The sample size for
population size 76 is 63 (Krejcie & Morgan,
1970; Sekaran, 2003). Thus a total of 63 were
randomly selected and required to fill out an
online questionnaire or online. Unit of
analysis for this study is the organization and
most of the respondents were CEOs,
managers, engineers and executives.

Most of the questions were mostly taken from
previous studies and modified to suit the
purposes of some, such as TPM (McLachlin,
1992), organizational culture (Cameron, Kim,
Quinn, & Robert, 1999; Knapp, 2010) and
operational
performance
(Ahmad
&
Schroeder, 2003). TPM questions divided into
two dimensions with B11.X code where the X
indicates the number of dimensions Preventive
Maintenance (1), and Equipment (2). While
organizational culture questions divided into
six dimensions with C.Y code where the value
of Y indicates the number of dimensions of
dominant feature (1), leadership organization
(2) employee management (3), bonding
organization (4), emphasis strategic (5) and
success criteria (6). Similarly, the operating
performance of questions it is divided into six
dimensions with D.Z code where the Z
indicates the number of dimensions of quality
(1) cost (2), time (3), delivery (4),
productivity (5) and flexibility (6). Six Likert
scale measurement range (6 point Likert
scales) used in this study. This is because the
scale of measurement does not provide the
range of 6 points midrange (midpoint) or
neutral point (Tang, Shaw, & William, 1999).

This questionnaire is designed to assess the
capacity of organizations in implementing
TPM
items
to
enhance
operational
performance
and
the
influence
of
organizational culture on this relationship. It
was developed based on extensive literature
review and also expert opinion involving
management
representative
in
the
organization. Before further research was
conducted it is important to ensure the
instrument used is valid and reliable. Due to
the importance of reliable instrument, the
instrument should represent what it is
supposed to measure; hence the objective of
this paper is to conduct an exercise to check
the reliability of the instruments using Rasch
Model.

2.2 .
These questions are divided into three
variables, namely TPM as independent
variables and the operational performance as
the dependent variable and the culture of the
organization as a moderator variable. The
formation of this research question was to
undergo two types of measurement validity,
content validity and construct validity.
Content validity is to ensure that the
measurement includes a series of items that
emphasize concepts. Construct validity to test

Rasch Model

Current practice of measuring performance is
only counting the responses of priorities from
the organizations. The rating is only an order
of preference; which is continuum in nature
and it is not linear and also do not have equal
intervals which contradict with the nature of
numbers for statistical analysis (A. A. Aziz,
2008). In Traditional Test, the scatter plot is
applied to establish the best regression.
However prediction from ordinal response is
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validiity rather thaan being in contentions. In
Raschh it is requirred to test w
whether the data
allow
w for measureement on lineaar interval scale
speciffically in a ccumulative reesponse proceess
i.e. a positive response to an iteem
stochhastically implies a positivee response to all
itemss being easy oor otherwise. Rasch Modell is
expreessed as thee ratio of aan event beiing
succeessful as;

almostt impossible due
d to absencce of intervalls
scale. The
T normal solution in lin
near regression
approaach is to estaablish a line which
w
fits th
he
points as best as po
ossible; which
h is then used
to mak
ke the requiired predictio
ons by interrpolatio
on or extra-po
olation as neccessary (A. A.
A
Aziz, Mohamad,
M
A.,
A Arshad, N.,
N Zakaria, S.,
& Massodi, M., 2007
7) as shown in
n Figure 2.

where:
e = base of naatural logarithhm
or Euuler’s numberr; 2.7183
βn
=
perrson’s
abillity
keupaayaan person
δi = item or tassk difficulty
Figure 2. Best
B fit line conccept

This study used tthe Rasch moodel for furthher
analyysis because iit is very apppropriate in tthe
analyysis of quantittative data, eespecially in tthe
sociall sciences annd also it is aable to measuure
the ability of each respoondent in tthe
perfo rmance of diifficult itemss (Bond & Foox,
2007;; Saifudin et aal., 2010).

y = β0 + β1 m (1)
h
therre
In obtaaining the beest fit line, however,
exist differences
d
beetween the acctual point; yi,
and preedicted point;; that is on beest fit line. Th
he
difference is referred as error, e
yi – ýi = ei (2)
(
Since there is alw
ways errors in
nvolve in th
he
predicttion model, the
t determiniistic model of
o
equatio
on (1) renderrs itself less reliable. Thiis
can bee overcome by transform
ming it into a
probab
bilistic mod
del by in
ncluding th
he
predicttion error into
o the equation
n;
y = β0 + β1m + e (3)
Under the Rasch ph
hilosophy the data collected
have to
t fit the Raasch model’ss specification
(Aziz et
e al., 2007; Bond & Fox
x, 2007) ratheer
than esstablishing “b
best fit line”. Rasch movees
the co
oncept of relliability from
m establishin
ng
“best fit
f line” of the
t data into
o producing a
reliablee repeatable measuremen
nt instrumen
nt
Wrightt & Mok et al, (2004) extracted
e
from
m
Aziz et al. (2008). Rasch focuses on
constru
ucting the measurement
m
data
d
to suit a
measurrement mod
del with off errors. By
focusin
ng on the reproducibility of the laten
nt
instead off forcing th
trait measurement
m
he
expecteed generation
n of the same raw score, i..e
the common expecctation on reepeatability of
o
results being a relliable test, th
he concept of
o
r
placee in supportin
ng
reliabillity takes its rightful

3. Fiinding and D
Discussion
The m
majority of reespondents arre in the state of
Kedaah (65%), folllowed by Pennang (26%) aand
Perakk (9%). Thee data obtainned reflect tthe
popullation in whiich most of the automotiive
indusstry in the sttate of Kedaah, Penang aand
Perakk as that show
wn in the Figuure 3 Numberr of
respoondents by staate. These pllaces have a lot
of m
manufacturinng activitiess and som
me
indusstries are locaated in vendorr village areass.
Perak, 2, Perlis, 0,,
%
0%
9%
Penaang,
6, 226%

Kedah,
15, 65%

Figure 3. Num
mber of respondeents by state
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There are 12 orgaanizations th
hat have been
operatiing between 11-20 yearss followed by
organization
years),
4
four
ns
(1-10
3
organizzations
yearss)
(21-30
and
organizzations (30 years
y
and abo
ove). The datta
obtaineed reflect the 52% of th
he automotiv
ve
industrry has been operating between 11-20
years, while 13% saay it has been
n operating fo
or
more than
t
30 yeaars as shown
n in Figure 4
Numbeer of years in operation.

21‐3
30
yearrs,
4, 17
7%

30
yearss
above
e,
3, 13%
%

mpanies show
wed
Sales turnover foor these com
48% earning moree than MYR225 million, 355%
earninng between MYR250, 000 to the 100th
millioon and 17%
% earned between MYR
R10
millioon to MYR
R25 millionn. The aboove
inform
mation is exxplained in F
Figure 6 Saales
incom
mes.
Less than
n
MYR250,0
00
0
0%

1‐10
yeaars,
4, 18%
1

More tthan
MYR,0000,0
000
48%
%

11‐20
yearss,
12, 52
2%

MYR250,00
0
0‐
MYR10,000
0
,000
35%
M
MYR10,000
,000 ‐
M
MYR25,000
,000
17%

Figgure 6. Sales inccomes

In claassical test thheory reliabillity and validdity
measuures are froom Cronbachh-α and Facctor
analyysis. Howeverr Rasch Moddel which is in
line w
with the conncept of moddern test theoory
know
wn Item Ressponse Theoory (IRT) gooes
beyonnd this measuurement by ffocusing on tthe
repro ducibility oof measuress rather thhan
expreessing the reeproducibility of raw scorres
(Azizz et al., 2007).

Figure 4. Numb
ber of years in operation
o

Figure 5 Number of
o Employeess, showed thaat
the maajority of co
ompanies inv
volved in thiis
study had more th
han 150 emplloyees (48%)).
Five companies
c
(2
22%) have an employeee
betweeen 51 to 150 people an
nd only seven
companies (30%) who have employeees
ranging
g from 5 to 50
0 people.

The ddata from thee survey was analyzed usiing
Raschh Model staatistical com
mputer softwaare
progrram, Winstepp 3.68.2 (Bonnd et al., 20007).
In o rder to anaalyze how ggood the data
colleccted fit thee Rasch moodel, Summaary
Statisstic Table ass per Table 1 provides tthe
overaall summary sstatistic.

Less than
5 person,
5‐50
0, 0%
pe
erson, 7,
More
30%
0
than 150
person,,
51‐150
11, 48%
%
perrson, 5,
22%

Figure 5. Number of Em
mployees
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Table 1. Summary Statisstics for TPM, Organizational
O
Cuulture and Operaational Performaance

Mean
SD
Max
Min
Item Reliability:
R
Person
n Reliability:

MEASURE
M
(Logit)
-0.13
0.55
1.08
-1.02
0.78
0.94

OUT.
MNSQ
0.82
0.26
1.42
0.50

In Rassch the reliab
bility issues are discussed
furtherr in term of person
p
reliab
bility and item
m
reliabillity. The peerson reliabillity and item
m
reliabillity index pro
ovided in the above Table 1
indicattes the reliabiility of person
n ordering an
nd
item placements
p
reespectively allong the logit
scale (Bond et al., 2007). The person
reliabillity index iss given at 0.94
0
which is
i
deemed
d ‘Excellent’’ reliability (F
Fisher, 2007)),
showin
ng the stabiliity of the peerson responsse
validity
y. Item reliab
bility index is at 0.78 which
is of ‘F
Fair’ reliability (Fisher, 20
007), inferrin
ng
that th
he assessmentt tool can disscriminate th
he
person ability and the difficult item. This is
i
the veery crucial test
t
as it deetermines th
he
constru
uct validity of the instrrument hencce
valid data
d (Andrich
h, 1988; Bond
d et al., 2007)).
The mean item is att -0.13 logit. This indicatees
that the organization involved in
n this study in
i
general have the ability
a
to reaach the item
ms
prescriibed in the study. The most
m
difficullt
item iss located at 1.08 logit an
nd the easiesst
item iss located at -1
1.02 logit witth the standarrd
deviatiion of 0.55 lo
ogit which in
nferring to th
he
small spread
s
within
n the data. Thee mean person
is at 0.77 logit. Wh
hile the maxim
mum logit fo
or

OUT.
ZSTD
-0.6
0.9
1.4
-1.9

persoon is 2.43 logiit and the minnimum logit for
persoon is -0.48 loggit and the rannge is 3.97 loogit
whichh indicate a bigger spreead among tthe
respoondents. The data also shhows that theere
are reespondents abbove the maxiimum item loogit
whichh indicates reespondent’s eexcellent abillity
in pperforming th
the items. R
Rasch analyysis
generrates useful iinformation iin ensuring tthe
data fit the moddel, the meassures are Pooint
Meassure correlattion (PtMea Corr), Outtfit
Meann Square (MN
NSQ) and z-Standard Teest.
Thesee measures aare used as ‘quality contrrol’
to ennsure the datta can be uused for furthher
analyysis. The guuidelines givven by Fishher,
(20077) the qualityy control vaalue for Pt-M
Mea
Corr should liess between 00.40 and 0.880,
MNS
SQ should be within 0.5 annd 1.5 and thee zstanddard should bee between -2 and 2. Figuree 7
Expeccted Score ICC TPM, Organizationnal
Cultuure and Perforrmance show
wed that the data
are inn between twoo lines or connfidence intervval
Confi
fidence Intervval Curve. Daata showed thhat
the vvalue is in thee trusted leveel of reliabiliity.
All ittems are 95%
% confident innterval betweeen
data shows the fiit to the moddel and can be
used.

Fiigure 7. Expecteed Score ICC TP
PM, Organizationnal Culture and P
Performance
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TABLE 1.0 Lean tools (TPM), OC and OP
ZOU880WS.TXT Sep 23 15:27 2013
INPUT: 23 Person 269 Item MEASURED: 22 Person 29 Item 6 CATS WINSTEPS 3.69.1.16
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

3

2

1

0

-1

Person - MAP - Item
<more>|<rare>
+
|
TPM
|
|
123244 T|
092222 |
Average person:
|
+
0.77 logit
233244 |
032233 |
182244 S|
|
192233 |
Average item:
|
+T
‐0.03 logit
072222 102243 113344 202222 212243 |
172344 223344 M|
|
042122 |S
012244 |
082222 132132 |
022222 S+ B11.2.9
062444 142134 |M
154334 | B11.2.3 B11.2.5
162444 | B11.1.1
| B11.1.2 B11.2.2
|S B11.2.4 B11.2.7
T|
+ B11.1.3 B11.2.1
<less>|<frequ>

Organization Culture

C1.2

C3.4
C2.1
C1.1

C6.3

C5.3
C2.3
C1.3

C6.1

D1.2
C3.2
C6.2
D6.2
D2.5

D6.3

C5.4

Figure 8: Map Variables TPM, Organizational Culture and Operational Performance
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All organizational culture items are above
average except C5,4 This shows that these
items are difficult to answer This shows that
these items are difficult to answer by the
organization. The lowest item is C5.4 and the
highest is C1.2 items. Only six person can
answer to all the items (092 222, 123244,
233244, 032233, 183244 and 193233). Based
on that, five person had operates between 21
and 30 years and three of them have more than
150 workers with earnings over 25 million.
Although most organizations have different
backgrounds, but it is easy to adopt the culture
of the organization. To achieve the success
that other organizations should strive to
overcome.

Figure 8 Map Variables TPM, Organizational
Culture and Operational Performance shows
the relationship between the person
(respondent) with items (questions). Person
position is on the left in map variable while
item position on the other hand on the right.
Person position arranged from average levels
(mean) where highest position shows the
person the ability to answer those items. Top
position show person can answer many items
while the bottom person position can managed
to answer a little item. The item on the right
side of the variable map shows the level of
difficulty of items. The item on the bottom left
side of variable map shows the items easily to
answer or to be implemented. To facilitate the
analysis made, these items are rearranged
according to TPM, organizational culture and
performance of operations.

There are four items operating performance
was well above average and three items are
below average. The easiest item to be
addressed is related to the delivery DP4.1
while the most difficult item to be addressed is
D1.2 to the quality. Most items are above
average levels which showed operating
performance items difficult to answer and
illustrate the difficulty of achieving
operational performance. However, 13
organizations ( from 123 244 to 223344 )
easily answer all the operating performance
questions and it show that all organizations are
concerned to achieve outstanding operational
performance.

Thirteen person (respondent) was well above
the average person (0.77 logit), two are on
average and while nine person below average
as shown in Figure 8 Map Variables TPM,
Organizational Culture and Operational
Performance. The highest ranking person is
123244 and the lowest person is 162444.
Based on the organization code shown person
(162444) which is the lowest in the state of
Kedah and has been in operation for 30 years,
has more than 150 employees and achieved a
turnover of over 25 million. Person (123244),
which are at the top shows the organization's
ability to perform the whole item. Based on
that organization indicates this organization is
in the state of Penang and has been operating
between 21 to 30 years, has more than 150
employees and achieved a turnover of over 25
million.

On the other organization (person 162444) is
only able to answer questions (item D1.3,
D5.1 and D4.1) showed low operating
performance. Based on the organization code
shown person (162444) which is the lowest in
the state of Kedah and has been in operation
for 30 years, has more than 150 employees
and achieved a turnover of over 25 million.

One item TPM is on average (-0.03 logit ) and
nine items are below average. The lowest
items are B11.1.3 and B11.2.1 but the highest
is B11.2.9 items. Item below 162444 person
shows a simple question answered by all
organizations. In total all items TPM below
the average line can be easily implemented by
20 organizations (from 142134 to 123244
person).

This shows that even if the organization has a
good background, but it is not able to achieve
good performance. This is likely caused
obstruction in the culture of the organization.
The operational performance is achieved by
implementing all items TPM and operating
performance and overcome obstacles that are
present in the culture of the organization.
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organizational culture. However, with a
strategic emphasis and understand the criteria
for success of an organization is able to form a
good organizational culture and achieve
excellence in operational performance. This
study focuses on TPM one of the lean tools, it
can be expanded as future research to
determine the influence of organizational
culture on the relationship between the other
lean tools and operational performance.

However, to achieve outstanding operational
performance, organizations must be able to
answer all items organizational culture and
items operational performance. There are six
organizations (from 123244 to 192233 person)
are able to implement TPM and good
organizational culture and achieve outstanding
operational performance.
4. Conclusion
The study conducted showed clearly that the
TPM are tool that can improve operational
performance. The successful implementation
of TPM is not entirely dependent on the
number of years of operation, number of
employees and sales turnover. Success or
failure in the implementation of TPM to excel
in operational performance much influenced
by the culture of the organization.
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